
Much ado about the Tudors

Year 5/6 
Summer Term

Maths
As mathematicians we shall be 

continuing to develop our mental and 
written methods to add, subtract, 
multiply and divide. We shall be 
developing our understanding of 

fractions, decimals and percentages and 
how they relate to each other and 
learning about various aspects of 

measures We will continue to make use 
of acquired skills and knowledge to solve 
a variety of mathematical problems and 

puzzles.

English
As a whole class we shall be reading ‘The 

Boy in the Tower’. We shall become 
News Reporters creating reports based 

around plastic pollution. We will also be 
investigating different ways of writing 
dialogue using some of Shakespeare’s 

plays.

History and Geography

As historians we will be 
learning about Tudor times 

including: crime and 
punishment, disease, food 

and diet, clothing and 
fashion and what life was like 

for children.

Physical Education

We will be learning dances for 
May Day then focussing on 
athletics, crocket, rounders

and swimming.

Enrichment

Tudor Day

Religious Education

Are you inspired?
What’s best for our world? 
Does religion help decide?

Add a picture 

Music

As musicians we will be 
listening to Tudor music, 

learning about instruments 
they used and describing 
images created by music.

PSHE

Our theme for PSHE is 
Health and Wellbeing. We 

will be learning about 
healthy lifestyles, keeping 

safe and growing and 
changing.. 

Computing

In computing this term we 
will be using iMovie and 
creating news reports as 

eBooks.

Science

As scientists we will be 
learning about electricity, 
forces and movement. We 

will be developing our 
investigative skills by 

carrying out a range of 
studies that require us to set 

up a fair test, make 
observations, record results 

and create scientific 
conclusions. 

Art and Design

As artists and designers we 
shall be creating Tudor 

portraits using a range of 
mediums. We shall also be 
creating models of Tudor 

houses.


